Remarks.
(1) Property P, is classical. Property P3 was considered in [4, 8, 10 , 17, 211. Property P3 for semigroups is weaker than the property P introduced by Restivo and Reutenauer in [20] , where it is proved that every finitely generated torsion semigroup G is finite if and only if G satisfies property P. Blyth proved, in the case of a group, that property P3 and P are equivalent.
(2) Property P2 was introduced by Restivo [21] , in order to provide an example of a finitely generated torsion semigroup G that is infinite but has property P7. De Luca and Varricchio [lo] proved for infinite words with linear complexity that the property P, implies properties P2 and P3. In this section, by means of a different technique we give a new proof of this result. Moreover, we show that linear complexity already implies property P,.
Let [w be the set of real numbers and let N be the set of natural numbers. Let r be a real number; then [r] denotes the greatest integer smaller than or equal to r, and [rl denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to r. Finally, {r} denotes the fractional part of r. Proof (Restivo) . Assume property PI(k). It is easy to prove by induction on n that foranyuEFandanynE~,n~l,onehascard(D(u,2"lul))<k".Letv,,u, ,..., v,, be elements of G(f). We may suppose that v, E F for all i, 0~ is m. Moreover, suppose, unless changing their order, that lull 2 Iu,I, 2~ is m. Let 1, be the set of Hence, property P,(m) is again verified. This ends the proof. 0
Theorem. Let WI, k be integers such that (m -
Definition. An infinite word f is said to be asymptotically periodic if there exist factors T, u of .f such that f = Tuuv.. . .
Theorem. Iff is not asymptoticall_v periodic then
U'IE F + card(D(u,2/ul))z Proof. By assumption there exists an integer m, m 3 n, such that U'~W E F, where I wJ = I VI and w # v. Hence F contains all words of the form u'w, l:nJ + 14 i G n. Notice that the number of such words is greater than or equal to lin] and that
Iu'wl~(n+l)lulS2([$n]
+l)lul.
Since F is extensible, we get 2 [$nJ words of length 2( Iin] + 1) belonging to F. These words have prefixes u'w, [in] + 1 s is n and consequently are distinct. In particular all these words have prefix v """+'. Now the end of the proof is clear. Notice that the number of such words, with ,j s rnS/ L+ 1, is greater than rnS.
Since g,(n) Zf f satisfies property P,(k) and has a linear complexity then f also satisfies property PX(r), where r is a natural number such that (r -l)! 2 rS(f)k.
Proof. Using the statement of Corollary 1.5, the proof follows by proceeding analogously as in Theorem 1.1. q
Remark. An independent proof of Corollary 1.5 and of its consequences (Corollaries 1.6, 1.7) has been given by De Luca and Varricchio in [lo]. In order to prove Theorem 1.10 we need the following lemma We claim that card(g-'(g(j))) G k+ 1 for all j. In fact, suppose g(i) = g(.j) = w and let CJ be the permutation associated to g(i). Since g(j) is a proper prefix of u-1 _ ' ', there exists 6 E N (6 s z,) such that w = U'MJ where M' is a prefix of u and M' # u. Notice that 6 s z,. Suppose that z, 2 6 + 2. We know that g( i)x ,,,,, , ,, contains a prefix of the form u', and this implies that
where v is a nonempty suffix of u, cr = z, -6 -1 2 1 and vu" is a prefix of .Y ,,,,, + ,). Notice that N is maximal, in the sense that x,,,,,+,) has no prefix of the form vu"+'. In fact, g( i)x,,,,, +,) cannot contain u',+' as prefix. Since u is primitive and cy 2 1, it is an easy exercise (it is again a consequence of the theorem of Fine and Wilf) to prove that the nonempty suffix z! is determined by x,,,,,+,). Therefore, the number N is defined by _u,,,, +, ,.
Since .~,,(,,+i I t {x,, x3,. . , xk} the number of distinct ry is G k -1; hence the number ofdistinct i such that z,a6+2 and z,=cu+6+1 with g(i)=w is at most k-l. It follows that there are at most k+ 1 integers i which belong to g '(g(j)), as asserted.
We have just proved that card(g -'(g(,j))) s k + 1 for all j such that 1 ~;j 5 c and c > [3Sk( k + 1)2Am'/3rS]. Thus, there exists a set 9 of cardinality at least c/(k + 1)
such that g is injective on 4. Since words g(i), 1 c is c, are prefixes of u', also the function lgl is injective on 9. Notice that for each i, [g(i) ] is a product of elements in {lx,], [x3], . . . , lxkl} and depends only on the subset of elements appearing in this product. Since the number of different subsets of {lx,/, 1x31,. . . , l.4) is 12~ we get card($) s 2"-', a contradiction. q
Proof of Theorem 1.10. Suppose that f does not satisfy property P,(k). There exists a set C:={x,,x, ,..., x~}, x, E G(f) (=F u {0}) such that, for all permutations (T of {I, 2,. . , k}, the products x,,(,)x,,(~). . . x,,(~, are distinct in G(f).
First we may assume that x, E F for any i, 1 s i s k, otherwise property P>(k) would be trivially verified. Moreover we may assume lx,1 3 Ix,/ for every i, 2~ i G k.
In particular all the products x ,,,,, x,,(>, . x,,(~), where the g are permutations of {1,2,. . . , k} that fix 1, are different in G(f). Thus F contains at least (k-l)!-1 of these products. It follows that contrary to the statement of the lemma. q
Corollary.

Let h(S) he the smallest natural integer k such that each injinite word ,f with g,(m) < Sm, m > 1, satisjies propriety P3( k). Then
lim h(S)/lg(S) = 0. S-X'
On sturmian words
Let (Y E [0, l[ and p E R. We define the infinite word-f= a,a,a, . . over the alphabet (0, 1) by a,,=0 e {na+p}E[O,l--a).
All words of this kind will be called sturmian (associated to (q p)). The sturmian words (in a more general form) have been extensively studied (see for example [2, 5, 16, 18, 191) . 
Lemma. For every c E [0, l), d E (0, l] and real numbers x, y one has {XIE[C,d) = {X+Y}E[(c+y},(d+y)).
Proposition. For all real numbers LY, p and all positive integers n, m we have {nN+pJE[{-(m+l)cuJ,{-mcu}) e {(n+m)a+p}E[{--a},l).
From now on, u denotes an irrational number in [0, l), p denotes a real number
and./'= u,u2u3.
. is the sturmian word associated to (LY, p). We recall that F denotes the set of the subwords off: 
We denote by I,(m) the length of L,(m).
We have the following proposition.
Proposition.
A Notice that intervals Lh only depend on cy and do not depend on p. The same is true for F and since we only study F, we shall assume from now on that p = 0.
Definition.
Let x E [0, 1). We set X = 1 -(Y -x if x E [0, 1 -a) and X = 2 -N -x if x E [ 1 -LY, 1). Then X is said to be the specular of x.
A straightforward computation gives the following lemma.
~fuandon!l,if?cE[l--,l), (ii) for any real numbery, one has {x+y}={X-y}, (iii) {iGZ}={-(m+l)a}.
Let w = u,u? . . a,,, be any word. We define the specular of M' by W = %G~l . . . ai. 
If v E F, then there exists u E F such that vu is a special word.
Proof. Let G = a,,~,,,, . . a,,,,, and let w = alal . . a,,, = iit3 where U = alal . . a,,_, . Hence, there exists a natural i such that
I{-(n+im)a}-{-(n+im+m)cu}l=min({-ma}, {ma})<l,l(m)/(k-l).
Conversely, suppose that l,,(m) -(k -l){ -mcu}=F>Oandtakensuchthat{-ncu}r [c,,(m), c,,(m)+ e). Then it is easy to prove that all the points {-na}, {-(n + m)a}, {-(n+2m)u},...,{-(n+k-l)a} belong to L,,(m).
Hence, IV~EF from Lemma Proof. Take t as in Corollary 2.17 and let w be a factor 0f.f: Suppose that IwI = m 2 t and let L,,(m) be the interval associated to w. Suppose by contradiction that for any k one has wh E F. Then by Theorem 2.16 we have k-l< I,,(m)/min({-mcu}, {ma}) for any natural number k which is clearly absurd. Now suppose that 1 WI < t; then Iuz'l b t and there exists k such that w" G? 
min({-mcu}, {ma}).
Proof. Take t as in Corollary 2.17 and let k be the maximum of the indices of words w in F with /u'] < t. Such a maximum exists by Theorem 2.18. The proof now follows immediately from Corollary 2.17. 0
Now we want to prove a property of subwords off which depends on the continued fraction expansion of (Y. We recall basic definitions and results on (simple) continued fractions that we will need in the sequel.
Let N be an irrational number, a = [qo, q,, q:, . .] its expansion as a regular continued fraction, where all q, are integers and a, > 0 whenever i > 0. Let P,,/Q,, be the nth convergent of (Y. The integers P,,, Q,, satisfy: 2.20. Theorem. Lf P and Q are integers such that 1 N -P/ QI < $0' then there exists a natural number n such that P = P,, and Q = Q,,.
Lemma. Let c 2 1 be a real number and let P, Q be relatively prime numbers
such that (a -P/Q1 < l/cQ".
(i) If P/Q -CY > 0 then, ,for every i, 0 4 i s Q -1, there exists j,, I <,j, s Q, such that OS{-j,a}-i/Q<j,/cQ'. (ii) !f N -P/Q > 0 then, ,for every i, 1 i i c Q, there exists j,, 1 <j, G Q, such that 0~ i/Q-{-jSn}<j,/cQ'.
Proof. If O< P/Q-, = -a-(-P/Q)< I/cQ' then, for j, 1 s,j< Q, one has O< -,jcu -(-,jP/Q) <,j/cQ2 and this implies that
O<{-ja}-{-jP/Q}<j/cQ2.
Since P is prime to Q we have {i/Q;OsisQ-l}={{-jP/Q}; ls,jsQ}.
This says that for each i, 0 s is Q -1, there exists j,, 1 s j, s Q, such that i/Q = {-j,P/ Q}. This ends the proof of (i). The proof of (ii) is similar except when i = Q.
In this case {-QP/Q}=O, but l-{-QcY}=-P-(-Qc~)<l/cQ. Now observe that cp is the sturmian word associated to (a, p) where cy = l/( H + 1) and p is a suitable real number. Conversely, any sturmian word can be defined by this way. Finally, notice that if we use the above rule to define the sturmian word then Theorem 2.25 still simultaneously bounded holds, replacing LY by 0. In fact, clearly LY and 0 have partial quotients.
Time optimal results
We recall that in Section 1 we have proved that property f2 implies properties P, and P7 (Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.3). Moreover, in the case of words with linear complexity we have proved property Pj and also that property P, implies property P7. Recall that sturmian words as defined in Section 2 have linear complexity and consequently have property PJ. Recall also that any sturmian word associated with a real number which has a continued fraction expansion with unbounded partial quotients does not satisfy property P,. This example shows that property fl does not imply property P, and consequently does not imply property P2.
It is possible to give a converse of Corollary I.5 in the following sense. Proof. Take n = 1 and apply the hypothesis to estimate g,. 0
Proposition.
Let ,f be an illfinite Mwrd oL>er a jinite alphabet
We claim that in Theorem 1.4, in Corollaries 1.5-1.7 and in Theorem 1.10 the hypothesis of linear complexity is essential, according to the following sense. Proof. We construct the word ,f := alal.. by means of a sequence of words (u,,) defined by induction such that ,f = u, u21dj
. By hypothesis on S, for every natural number n there exists an integer m(n) such that m > r_n( n) implies S(m) > 4( n + l)!.
Let h be a sturmian word which has property P,(k) for some integer k and let w(1) be a subword of h of length 2t where t > m(l). Let w,(l) be the prefix of length t of w(1) and let w,( 1) be the suffix of length t of w(l). Clearly w,(l) and w>(l) are subwords of h. Since h is transitive there exists a subword x,(l) of h which has w,(l) as a prefix and w,(l) as a suffix; we define U, =x,(l).
Suppose n > 1. Since h is transitive there exists a subword w(n) of h of length 2t with t > m(n), t > klu,u7.. . u,,_,l, which has w,(n -1) as a prefix and wz(n -1) as a suffix. Let us call w,(n) the prefix of length t of w(n), w?(n) the suffix of length t of w(n). Clearly w,(n) and w?(n) are subwords of h and w,(n -1) (resp. wz(n -1)) is a prefix (resp. a suffix) of w,(n) (resp. w?(n)).
Again from the transitivity of Ir there exist x,(n), x2(n), . . , x,,(n), subwords of h, having wz(n) as a prefix, w,(n) as a suffix and such that Ix,+,(n)l>
whenever n > 1.
We define u,, := IJ +,,(n)+,,(n) . . . x,,(,,) (n) where the product is taken over all permutations g of (1, 2, . . , n} and it is such that if x,,,,,( n)x,, (?,(n) . . . We now prove below that u,, cannot contain U" "N'+~' as a subword. To this aim we distinguish two cases and to facilitate the notations we omit some obvious references to n (for example we write x,,,,, for x,,,,,(n)). .j,,) := x,,x,?. . x ,,,. It follows immediately from the definition that if the product X(j,j, . . .j,,) with ,j,, j2,. . ,j,, < n appears in the definition of u,, then, in the sequence x,, , x,?, . , x ,,,, any word x, may appears at most twice. On the other hand, since Ix,+,1 > (2k+ 1)1x,1, for 1 sj < n we get for every i, Since (k-t l)(k+4)> 2k + 1+2k the word c'~+""+~' must contain a subword of length at least kl~'I which is also a subword of an x, with j 3 i. But all the subwords of length k( ~1 of u'~+""+~' are of the form vt , where u, is a conjugate of u. This leads to the contradiction that x,, and so h, contains a kth power. For each permutation CT of { I, 2, . . , n} and each j ( 1 <,j < n ) let p( (7, j) be the integer such that a ,,,,,,,) is the first letter of x,,, ,, (lsjsn).
Forany i (Osisk+l) we denote by p(i) the unique natural number in the interval [I; r+ [(k+ It is an easy consequence that the letters a,,,,, ,, a,,, ) We recall that if Y = X(j,j, . . j,,) is a product of consecutive x,(n) which appear in the definition of u,, with j,, j?, . . . ,j,, < i, then lyl<(2+llk)l~,-,(n)l<(2+$m.
If u is a subword of x,(n) with j 3 i then u is a subword of h. Let us introduce the following properties for subword v:
He : v has a proper suffix v2, IuZ( = t, which is a prefix of y, and has a prefix v, , (v,l = m -t, which is a suffix of x,, _,(n). In Section 2 we proved (Theorem 2.18) that every subword of a given sturmian word has a finite index. But this result also holds for minimal infinite words, that is to say words ,f which verify the following property:
VlnERJ, 3mr~,Vv,wEF(,f):
IU/=nlwl=m =$ VIM'.
It is well known that sturmian words are minimal (see [16, IS] But the converse is false even in the case of words with linear complexity. We illustrate this by the following example.
Example.
Let (u,) be the sequence of words over A = {a, b} defined by the following rule:
UC, = a and u, = u,-, b"'u, , whenever i > 0.
Then define ,f' as the limit of this sequence, so that j'= ub4ab'hab'abh4abJab'hahjah""hab4ab'hah4ab~~ab~a..
Proposition.
Let ,f be the word given by the above example. Then .f'is transitive, not asymptotically periodic, has linear complexity but contains a subword with an infinite index. 
